Dear,

Thank you for answering our questions. We really learned a lot from you! My name is [Name]. I am the writer in the group. Something we have in common is we both draw. Commonality is she likes to learn about neuroscience, she is the reader. Then comes , she is the question maker and something she has in common with you is she likes sketching. Lastly comes , she is the editor and she loves writing a lot. We all have a question for you, what do you like to do in your free time? Something interesting we learned is our brain is alerting us when we are hurt! We also learned that we have emotions because we are adaptive. Plus when we are scared, we speed our breathing.

Here are 3 more questions we would like you to answer for us.

1. Why do people get sick?
2. Why do people need to eat and drink?

3. Why do people think?

Thank you for answering our last questions. We can not wait for the answers to these questions!

From,